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INFANTRY and AIRBOSS 

The essence of Victorinox Swiss Army 

 
A single glance at the Infantry and AirBoss watches suffices to confirm that they are pure 

embodiments of Victorinox Swiss Army values. The 2012 versions of these timepieces are 

available in three models for the former – the Infantry, the Infantry Chronograph and the 

Infantry Mechanical – while the latter receives a mechanical version with power reserve, 

named the AirBoss Mechanical Power Gauge. Designed using the mastery of the military 

and aircraft sectors in functionality and quality, these watches have no false pretences and 

are as authentic as they look. They are the bywords for durability, authenticity and respect. 

The many features that make up these iconic designs offer new interpretations of the 

aesthetic codes behind the great success of aviator watches. This results in 

uncompromising, unequivocal watches. Watches that are contemporary, yet timeless. 

Classics that will certainly become companions for life. 

 

DURABLE. An essential value of the Cross and Shield watchmaking brand, durability is present at 

every stage of product development. Durability is synonymous with quality, strength and reliability. 

The Infantry and AirBoss watches are no exception to this rule. They reflect this approach, in both 

their substance and form, in the way they are crafted and in the materials selected. 

 

Strength. The Infantry model fulfils this requirement through its sapphire crystal with reinforced 

thickness. Slightly raised above the polished bezel, the crystal enhances the robustness of the 

watch and contributes to its visual impact, bestowing it with a compact and sober character that 

places it firmly in the realms of military timepieces. Its categorical style, however, does not shun 

aesthetic appeal, as demonstrated by the long seconds hand which breaks up the curve of the 

crystal, creating the illusion of surpassing it. 

 

Reliability. This specification is satisfied by the precision of the automatic movement and dial of 

the AirBoss watch. Its accuracy is inspired by the duty of the air boss officer, who works on the 

flight deck of an aircraft carrier to determine when aircraft may take-off or land. Sobriety and 

precision therefore characterise each and every detail. This rigour is dictated primarily by function, 

as is evidenced by the 42-hour power gauge (power-reserve indicator), which evokes the dials in 

an airplane's cockpit. 

 

 

AUTHENTIC. Loyal to the ethos of Victorinox Swiss Army, the AirBoss and Infantry watches reject 

ostentation to invite discovery on a much deeper level. They captivate by the richness of their 

heritage, and their sobriety. Defying fleeting attraction based on aesthetics alone, they become 

truly appreciated as, one by one, their many qualities become apparent. 
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Heritage. The reworked lines of the Infantry watch evoke its heritage, with a profile that pays direct 

tribute to the Swiss Army knife. The streamlined horns recall the blade’s edge, while the crown 

protector is reminiscent of the knife's heel. The rounded edges of the raised crystal and the curve 

of the case back also adhere to the aesthetic and ergonomic codes of this signature Victorinox 

knife. Other references include the luminescent numerals, whose font evokes the timepieces of the 

1940s, when aviator watches were in their heyday, and the strap, which has been widened to 

subtly evoke the style of military watch cuffs from that same era. 

 

Sobriety. This attitude is reflected in the AirBoss’s 42 mm case, and more precisely in its finish, 

which is directly descended from the grinding process. Dispensing of satin-brushing, this finish 

ascertains both the form and style of the watch. It is an rough and honest process that bestows a 

subtle sheen on stainless steel. The same delicate simplicity is also reflected in the chromatic 

theme to which the both AirBoss and the Infantry subscribe. Tones are inspired by nature in all its 

many forms of grey, beige and brown. A palette of shades that gives these military models 

sophistication born of discretion. 

 

 

RESPECTFUL. It is a Victorinox Swiss Army principle that the respect shown to the product must 

be passed on to the person wearing it. This philosophy has prevailed in terms of comfort and 

readability throughout the design of the AirBoss and Infantry watches. It is a requirement that is 

both functional and aesthetic. 

 

Comfort. The Infantry watch has adopted this dictum, with a curved case back that enables the 

watch to accompany the fluid movements of the wrist without hindering them. Another ergonomic 

detail is the strap, which extends into a buckle protector to prevent the buckle from digging into the 

skin. This feature also recalls the military watches of the mid-20
th
 century. On both the Infantry and 

AirBoss watches, the emphasis on ensuring such complete luxury is also reflected by the 

vegetable tanning of the stitched straps and by their natural wax treatments, which ensures the 

leather ages harmoniously. 

 

Readability. This feature is evidenced by the diamond cut, which structures the surface of the 

Airboss’s lacquered dial and constitutes an eye-catching detail that enhances its readability. This 

effect is strengthened by the applied skeleton numerals with superluminova, and by the matching 

hands. The overall feeling of clarity is compounded by the numerals and hour-markers on the 

flange, as well as by the military hours scale: a signature feature of all Victorinox Swiss Army 

watches. 

 

TO BE DURABLE. AUTHENTIC. RESPECTFUL. TO BE VICTORINOX SWISS ARMY. 
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Your contact for further information (media): 
 

 
ABOUT VICTORINOX SWISS ARMY  
 
Victorinox Swiss Army timepieces are inspired by one of the most well-known products in 
history, the Original Swiss Army Knife: a true icon of Swiss savoir-faire.  
 
The company was founded by Karl Elsener in the town of Ibach, Switzerland in 1884. Seven 
years later, the workshop began supplying Swiss soldiers with its first generation of multi-
purpose knives.  
 
Today, four generations later, great-grandson Carl Elsener IV is at the helm of the company and 
Victorinox Swiss Army Knives are standard issue for more than a dozen armies around the 
world — not to mention NASA astronauts.  
 
In addition to the knives, which have been showcased in New York’s Museum of Modern Art 
since the 1970s, the Victorinox line also includes cutlery, timepieces, travel gear, fashion and 
fragrances. Each line has its own identity and style yet they all share the core values — highest 
quality Swiss design, durability and craftsmanship at a sensible price — for which Victorinox 
Swiss Army is legendary. 

 
 
 
 

Stephanie Chong / Kavyn Tay 
Assistant Manager / Divisional Manager
(Marketing Communications)
Victorinox Swiss Army Watch SA
Phone : +65 65087725 / 7720
Email : stephanie.chong@fjbenjamin.com /
 kavyn.tay@fjbenjamin.com
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Specifications for the INFANTRY collection: 
 
Quartz movement / Quartz chronograph / Mechanical self-winding movement  
 Swiss Made 
Case  40 mm case in stainless steel (316L) 
 Scratch-resistant triple-coated anti-reflective sapphire crystal, ultra-resistant          
 Water-resistant to 10 ATM (100 metres / 330 feet) 
 Screw-in case back 
 Crown protector 
Dial Silver white or dark grey  
 Luminescent hands and numerals 
 Military time (except on the Chronograph version) 
 Date calendar 
Movement 
 

Infantry: Ronda 715 
Infantry Chronograph: Ronda 5030D 
Infantry Mechanical: ETA 2824  

Strap Leather strap, organically tanned 
 Leather buckle cover  
References 241563 (Infantry, dark grey dial) 

241564 (Infantry, silver white dial) 
241567 (Infantry Chronograph, dark grey dial) 
241568 (Infantry Chronograph, silver white dial) 
241565 (Infantry Mechanical, dark grey dial) 
241566 (Infantry Mechanical, silver white dial) 

Availability Autumn 2012  

 
Images available for the INFANTRY collection: 
                             

Infantry Infantry Chronograph Infantry Mechanical 

   
241564 241568 241566 

   
241563 241567 241565 
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Specifications for the AIRBOSS Mechanical Power Gauge collection: 
 
Mechanical Power Gauge 
 Swiss Made 
Case: 42 mm case in stainless steel (316L), grinded finish 
 Scratch-resistant triple-coated anti-reflective sapphire crystal 
 Water-resistant to 100 metres (10 ATM / 330 feet) 
 Screw-in case back with exhibition crystal 
Dial Silver white or dark grey  
 Luminescent hands and numerals 
 Flange with 60-minute scale 
 Military time 
 Date calendar 
 Power-reserve indicator 
Movement ETA 2897  
Strap Leather strap, organically tanned 
References 241575 (dark grey dial) 

241576 (silver white dial) 
Availability Winter 2012 

 
 
Images available for the AIRBOSS Mechanical Power Gauge collection: 
 

  
241575 241576 
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